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or years to materialize. Much of the research process that an author goes through is not shared with readers; the iterative nature of scholarship is kept relatively private. Manifold offers authors a new way to conceptualize the research process from the very beginning. As Jason Weidemann, editorial director at the University of Minnesota Press, notes, Research materials, filmed images, field notes, ethnographic materials, sketches, maps, audio recordings, interviews, and other forms of research that are used to write the monograph will have a place on Manifold so that scholars can share their work as it is being researched and written. . . . Research is already iterative, benefitting from community dialogue and from interfacing with an array of media. It's just that the current way of disseminating that research doesn't reflect those pre-publication engagements.
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Iterative scholarship is a more public way of showing how material evolves over time -the thought process the author goes through, the raw materials that go into the text, and the way comments are incorporated and revisions are made.
One way that Manifold is helping scholars get early public feedback on their material is through our Forerunners series. Forerunners gives authors space to explore idea-driven works that often aren't taken up by university presses, what we at Minnesota are calling a type of 'grey literature' publishing. Traditionally, grey literature publishing has happened outside the purview of commercial or academic pressesconference proceedings, field notes, white papers, student reports, and increasingly work posted online. Forerunners projects draw on scholarship initiated in blogs, social media, conference plenaries, journal articles, and more. These are thought-in-process works that are shorter and more speculative than traditional monographs. They represent the early stages of projects that often do turn into monographs. Forerunners offers authors a midpoint between more 'drafty' works that don't get the intervention of a publisher and long-form published works that often take years to develop.
The goal with Forerunners is to combine the value of an academic publisher -peer review, editorial guidance, copy-editing, and production -with the timeliness of agile publishing tools. These pieces are out in twelve weeks instead of twelve months, and they're affordable and accessible. Working with authors at a much earlier stage in their conceptualization, research, and writing requires creativity, flexibility, and encouragement. In this piece, we discuss how this process affects the acquisitions and production workflows, and we offer Forerunners as a case study for thinking through the Manifold model where grey literature and iterative scholarship intersect.
acquisitions workflow
One of the major goals of Manifold, and consequently Forerunners, is to reduce the time between idea generation and publication. We all know it can take several years of research before a book is published. With Manifold we want to offer authors a space to think more robustly about when and how their research reaches readers. With Forerunners, in particular, we want to offer authors a space to actually publish their creative, speculative thought quickly and accessibly, allowing them to engage with the expertise of a university press at a much earlier stage than usual. This grey literature will be a crucial part of an iterative scholarship process.
Many of the folks we've worked with on Forerunners pieces began their thinking in social media, where ideas are workshopped in nontraditional formats that are often ephemeral in nature. Social media give authors space to throw around early ideas and see how they resonate with others. But it's hard for readers to track tweets from even a week ago, let alone months ago. And, of course, there's the 140-character limit of Twitter. Although Facebook allows longer posts and comments, readers can be hindered by privacy settings that allow friends but not others to comment on or even read the post. And just like Twitter, it's difficult if not impossible to search for past posts. Blogs offer an unlimited word count opportunity -you can have a longer post and solicit longer comments -but for whatever reason, folks don't seem to be commenting at the rate they do on Twitter or Facebook. The goal of Forerunners is to help authors take these early pieces of thinking and begin to refine them. We're not publishing a Storify of tweets, but we're also not asking authors to devote years of detailed analysis before publication. As we discuss below, this is more of a happy middle ground than an either/or. These are ideas that may be highly theoretical or argumentative but do not yet have the full force of years of research behind them, or they may be ways of thinking that are creative stretches for authors who are often bound up in academic norms of writing. However, encouraging authors to embody this middle ground or grey literature space can be difficult.
Acquiring projects for Forerunners requires a lot of explanationexplanation of what acquisitions editors do and of why publishing material at an early stage might be useful. Most academics don't even think to approach a publisher unless they have a full proposal and sample chapters (if not an entire draft of the book!). But, as acquisitions editors, we revel in helping authors think through ideas more broadly. An editor's primary role is helping authors shape their scholarship, whether this happens with a 15,000 word piece, a full-length monograph, or a blog post for our website. We have a bird's-eye view on academic scholarship that many authors simply don't. This is why working together -building on the expertise of both author and editor -can be so fruitful.
Editors who are working with authors at a much earlier stage need to be comfortable embracing early ideas that are not always fully conceptualized. (Granted, this is not dramatically different from some of the work we do as acquisitions editors when we talk to authors at an early stage of writing monographs.) This may mean having abstract conversations with authors on the phone or in person and feeling comfortable moving forward with an idea rather than a polished draft. In practice this means having an author draft a one-or two-page summary rather than a full proposal and asking the author to write the essay before issuing any type of formal publication agreement. For editors it means taking on additional work where the projects they acquire may not always have the time and cost recovered. This certainly moves us into a grey area where not everyone is comfortable. The soft skills of editors, where we have meaningful, intense conversations with our authors and our colleagues, cannot be understated at this stage.
Scholars are not really used to publishing 'drafty' material. There are plenty of reading groups that workshop writing, but not in a public sphere. Folks may present at conferences, but that arena is similarly ephemeral like social media -the work rarely travels much farther than the space in which it was presented. Highlighting the grey literature aspect of Forerunners has been crucial to encouraging authors to publish ideas earlier. This comes about in a few different ways. One is working with an author at a much earlier stage in idea generation. Another is encouraging authors to become increasingly comfortable with releasing their writing before they've perfected it. Yet one of the crucial differences between traditional grey literature publishing and Forerunners pieces is the peer-review aspect. All of our essays are formally vetted by scholars in the field. Authors do need to feel comfortable sharing material that may be more speculative, and we coach peer reviewers with a specific questionnaire explaining the early nature of these projects.
It's important to note that the ability to publish 'drafty' material or to take time to write shorter pieces that may not turn into books comes with tremendous privilege. At Minnesota, we are well aware of how much unacknowledged labour academics of colour and other marginalized academics put into the system already. We need to use our power and privilege as editors to make sure that we are providing space for these authors. Our hope is that the reputation and expertise of a university press will encourage authors to feel more comfortable releasing 'drafty' material. One way that we offer encouragement and guidance is by clarifying and explaining the production process for these hybrid texts.
production workflow Transforming authorship and introducing workflows for speculative materials in the ways discussed here have interesting and challenging ramifications for the production process. There is inherent tension between the structure of a manuscript and its intended rendering for print and screen. More often than not in the humanities and social sciences, when authors write, they imagine the words in print, where the design possibilities are limited only by the imagination. Considerations for how structuring one's content solely for a generous, static medium will affect any congruent digital editions are, for the creator of that content, mostly non-existent, not well understood, or not fully appreciated. And complicating the dynamic is the fact that in first drafts, where ideas are raw and just forming, the underlying organizational elements aren't always certain or definite, and usually they are needlessly complex: tables and lists are confused; headings are haphazard and deployed for the sake of appearance instead of function; epigraphs appear randomly after headings and between body text; notes are conceived and worded very specifically to appear as sidebars; some paragraphs are set off from others visually for reasons that resonate with the author but that won't necessarily with the audience. Drafts by definition are not entirely thought through; they are not consistent.
That's the nature of a work in its infancy, such as Forerunners texts and materials that will help compose Manifold projects, but it's not the nature of scholarly publications as we know them because interesting, compelling, and important content alone is not publishable. Materials need to be structured and consistent to be understood in print and on screen for both the reader and machine, which will later help transform a work from one format into another. There's good reason why acquisitions editors work with authors to develop their materials, often in conjunction with input from production staff, well before copy-editing occurs -to hone and refine not only the text but the manner in which it is to be conveyed to the reader. All of that takes time -time to review, time to communicate, time to adjust and then readjust. It also takes a certain understanding of the material as a whole.
But we're thinking about grey literature and iterative works here: texts that are often little farther along than fresh ink or are first steps in a long chain of later, related efforts. The big picture isn't wholly fleshed out. The trees in this forest are just saplings. Some will grow tall and strong. Some will be pruned away, composted.
Thus the question becomes how best to produce this kind of scholarship-in-process. Do you devote resources -time and treasurenormally reserved for materials that an author has been finessing for months or years to ones that are just burgeoning in order to reshape or advance them into a familiar mould? That solution seems to work against the very premise of the endeavour. Do you alter existing processes to allow for these special cases? This will require time and effort, trial and error, and general buy-in from the press as a whole. Or do you simply modify standards and accept that these materials are different and thus exempt (to whatever degree you are comfortable) from the usual expectations? Which is to say, you throw up your hands and work the material to its minimum viability and then tag it with your name, until the work more closely resembles a known quantity down the line.
As we wrestled with these questions for the Manifold platform, our work on the Forerunners series directed us toward a possible solution. The more Forerunners titles we work through, the more it becomes apparent that the 'draftier' a work is, the simpler it must be in structure. This is a working hypothesis. We haven't put policy in place or made concrete suggestions to authors about this yet. We're still trying to get a sense for this ecosystem. But our idea forwards the notion that with less to worry about in terms of visual representations, authors will be freed to focus on the textual content and will not marry their arguments too specifically to the means by which they will be conveyed. Thinking through the visual aesthetic requires a rich and nuanced discussion of how all of a project's materials are working to form a whole -it is a conversation best saved for later in a work's continuum of being when a more representative survey of all the elements in play can be made in conjunction with publishing experts and designers. But when the material is less evolved, it's harder, if not impossible, to make thoughtful decisions about how to work with many different kinds of structural elements. How are they functioning? How are like elements distinct from one another. Or are they? Or might they be later? How might they contrast with elements that could appear in later iterations or aspects of the work? How might they be expressed best in both print and electronic formats? In short, how do you impart a design onto an unfinished work, when later elements and structures might completely alter the complexion of what you are working with in the here and now?
Working through the nature of a work's structure isn't trivial; it matters because in doing so we help convey meaning. And it's imperative to remember that how we convey meaning should be as efficient as possible and always in service to the material, not in service to an arbitrary aesthetic. That's not simply hollow production doctrine. In concrete, practical ways, the more a work adheres to expressing its meaning accurately and honestly without relying on visual design cues, the more it can be transformed effectively from one medium to another without excessive manual manipulation and without sacrificing the quality of the reader's experience. Both are supremely important, but let's focus here on the element of manual manipulation.
For materials that are to live broadly in many ecosystems, the underpinning structures directly affect how easily the materials can be translated across devices and platforms, from print to screen or vice versa. In print you can manipulate the expression of material with precision and render it to match the author's expectations exactly. In so doing you can also allow the author a certain amount of inconsistency -a one-off from the design schematic here and there. It's a work in progress, after all, and we're all friends here! But these are slippery slopes. The more one-offs you have, the more random stray elements you present and the more likely the reading experience will set the audience adrift without the expected markers required to parse the information at hand. Just as style and text mechanics are codified into structured systems not for the sake of rigidity but for comprehension, so too must the visual elements of a manuscript be easily recognized and understood. All the more for digital editions, where you can be as (im)precise as time, money, or expertise allows, but you're still at the mercy of the myriad devices on which your content will be hosted and read. Paper is paper is paper. Amazon is not Barnes & Noble is not Apple. Mobile is not desktop. What works programmatically on one device won't necessarily on another -or, at least, won't work as hoped. One code does not rule them all. At present, ereaders aren't nearly as robust as Web browsers. Nor nearly as consistent in their rendering of style instructions -even for elements as simple as small caps, two-column lists, figure sizing, and super/subscript characters. So if something you've rigged up is working on only some devices, those varied and complex and inconsistent structures that are now functionally problematic must be collapsed down from the highly specific to the more generic to ensure that they will work on all devices. (That -or you have to engineer your material specifically for each device.) And all those elements that found their meaning solely from visual cues risk being confused for one another.
This is easy to accept on one level -the need to synthesize material in the least specialized way, where meaning is inherent to the material and not derived from its presentation -but our tendencies as publishers push against this in practice. We like to tinker and adjust and finesse material into unique moulds. So as we look toward Manifold and projects that we want to experience iteratively or as grey publications, we need to remember that transforming authorship also means transforming ourselves. As we work to help authors reconceive of scholarship as something that is alive and publishable from its conception, so too do we need to realign ourselves to the implications that content needs to be expressed efficiently and in ways easily transferable from one medium to another. Sometimes that means appealing to the least common denominator in the same ways that Web designers apply a mobile-first strategy. It's easy to wonder how something will look in print. It's harder to think first about how something will render on a phone instead. But such is our charge.
conclusion Iterative publishing challenges our understanding of what scholarly publishing can and should do. At Minnesota we're committed to helping authors disseminate their material at earlier stages, whether that's grey literature, iterative scholarship, or both. From an acquisitions point of view, this means working with authors before a full manuscript is drafted and learning to feel comfortable with ideas at very early stages. From a production point of view, this means helping authors develop a structure that allows readers to comprehend the vision clearly, even if the idea is still speculative. By adjusting and flexing our acquisitions and production workflows with Forerunners projects, we're learning alongside our authors how to expand the notion of iterative scholarship.
As all scholarly publishers know, producing books always includes an enormous investment in time -whether that's the conversations the acquisitions editor has, the troubleshooting production does to make sure the book is formatted correctly, or the public relations the marketing department puts into the book. With our Forerunners projects, we're aware that time and costs put into publishing these books (in all departments) may not always be recovered in sales, especially since price points are purposely low -$7.95 for a paperback, $4.95 for an ebook -to make the books more accessible and widely available. Within scholarly publishing, there have been conversations for decades about how to promote long-term funding sustainability with monographs that are incredibly important pieces of scholarship but that may not recoup the costs of publication. How can a publisher promote grey literature and iterative publishing and also remain sustainable? Forerunners and Manifold are simply another piece of this conversation where there is no easy answer, but we are eagerly looking forward to continuing to gather data and experiences to share with others. danielle m. kasprzak is humanities editor at the University of Minnesota Press, where she also acquires titles for the Forerunners series.
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